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author's opinions are clearly stated and the indications for the treatment of each condition
are discussed. Many of his views are controversial, but undoubtedly they are most stimulat-
ing. He has clear-cut thoughts on the pathology of many of the common painful conditions,
but they cannot be considered to be anything more than theoretical.
This volume will be invaluable to physiotherapists and their teachers, and it should be
read by orthopaedic surgeons and rheumatologists. The production is excellent and the
photographs clear. It is somewhat surprising to see that the author performs injection treat-
ment even into joints, without removing his smart lounge suit jacket. R.I.W.
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS IN HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY: with Answers
and Comments. Ian C. Roddie, D.Sc., M.D., F.R.C.P.I., and William F. M.
Wallace, B.Sc., M.D., M.R.C.P. (Pp. x+277. £2.00). London: Lloyd-Luke,
1971.
WHETHER we like it or not assessment by multiple choice questions is now an established
feature in all branches of education. Much of the criticism levelled at this type of examina-
tion is due to the use of badly phrased and ambiguous questions. Again too often students
regard the study of the available questions only as an exercise in the technique of passing
examinations. This collection of well phrased and clear questions will test the students'
knowledge over a wide field. More important its use will test whether the student really
understands what he has read and heard, and the brief but clear explanations following
the questions will not only increase his knowledge, but will improve his real understanding
of the subject and teach him to think. The book is well arranged with groups of four
statements on the left hand page. On the right hand page the student marks the statement
true or false while covering the answer with the card provided. This also allows the book
to be marked on three separate occasions, When the card is lifted the student can read the
correct answer and a brief but very clear statement justifying it.
The questions in ten sections cover the various physiological systems and are divided
into basic and applied physiology. The authors are to be congratulated on filling so well
a gap in physiological test books, and this will serve as a model for what might be done
in other disciplines. J.E.M.
UNITS, SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS, aGuide for Biological and Medical
Editors and Authors .Edited by George Ellis (Pp. 36. £0.54 post free). London:
Royal Society of Medicine, 1971.
THIS guide is based on recommendations of a working party set up at a conference of
medical editors held in London in 1968 and should do much to reduce the existing confusion.
It is stated that there are 2,632 different ways of setting out a conference. Editors will
readily believe this and too often authors use half a dozen or more in one article. It is
suggested that the confusion of abbreviations for the names of journals be avoided by giving
the name in full. We think the value of this is over-rated, but increasingly welcome it from
our contributors. Abbreviations are best avoided in a general medical journal, but, when
required to avoid the repetition of long words or phrases, those given are commended to
our authors. Certain usuages recommended may seem unnecessarily pedantic, but in these
days when many joumals employ professional copy writers the old excuse' Tis well enough
spelt for a gentleman' no longer applies.
PSYCHOLOGY IN MEDICINE by J. E. Orme and F. G. Spear. (Pp.xiv+ 1-218).
London: Bailliere Tindall, 1971.
THE medical student to-day is becoming increasingly aware of the fact that a knowledge of
clinical psychology can help him in his work with patients, and the problems arising from
their illness. His work with psychiatric patients helps him to focus more sharply on some of
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